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Abstract. We analyse two recent probabiktic primality testing algorithms; the first one is derived 
from Miller [6] in a formulation given uy Rabin [7], and the second one is from Solovay and 
Strassen [9]. Both decide whether or not an odd number n is prime in time O(m, log n M(n)) with 
an error probability less than (Y”, for some 0 s cy a< $. Our comparison shows that the first 
algorithm is always more efficient than the second, both in probabilistic and algorithmic terms. 
1. Introduction 
For every odd integer it we define a primality test by means of a predicate T(n, a), 
where 1 G CI c 12, with the following properties: 
(1) the number n is composite iff T(n, a) holds for some a, 
(2) the function T(n, a) can be efficiently computed, 
(3) when n is composite, let L(n) be the set of integers a for which T(n, a) does 
not hold; then (L(n)l/(n - 1) ~4. 
Such a test allows us to build an efficient probabilistic primality testing algorithm as 
follows: we produce a sequence of m independant random integers {ai}, with 
1 G Qi G II. If one of these numbers atisfies the test, then n is composite, otherwi,se we 
declare n to be prime with a probability no greater than 2-m of making the wrong 
choice. 
For a given test, we note LYE = lL(n)l/(n - 1) the probability that the composite 
number n is declared prime, The error probability after m iterations of the test is 
(a,)“. Calling t the computation time of one test, it is easy to see that the ratio 
between the cost of the whole algorithm and the logarithm of its error probability 
mt t 
Pn = 
-lOg(a r) I= -log Cyn’ 
does not depend on number m of iterations performed. Solovay and Strassen 
have thus proposed to compare probabilistic tests by means of the measure pn. 
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Through an anaiysis of the error probabilities an.d the cost of both teats, we 
demonstrate that the Miller-Rabin test is more efficient than Solovay-Strassen’s, 
according to this (and any) measure. 
2. Notations and Fundamental Lemmas 
Throughout this paper the prime decomposition of yt is n = pyl l l l ppr. The 
greatest common divisor of a and b is noted (~2, b). The group of Pn’s units is 
Zx = {a E P, ; (a, n) = 1). The function v2 is the dyadic valuation; thus a = 2U2%z’, 
where a’ is odd. For n = p;“’ = l . pp’, we note YQ = v&z - l), vi = v2(pi - 1) and 
v = inf r6isr(vi}; then we have n - 1 = 2”On’ and pi - 1 = 2”ip: for any i. For any odd 
integer n, the Jacobi symbol is denoted (8). 
The Euler totient function 4(n) = n,,is, pTi-’ (pi - l), the CarmlehaU functions 
A(n) = lcml,i,,{4(pi)} and A’(n) = lcml,isr{pi - 1) receive their usual notation. 
By M(n) we denote the cost of multiplying two integers sn ; it is known by 
Schonhage-Strassen algorithm [8] that M(n) = O(log n llog n lllog n). 
When B has a primitive root, and g is a generator of Zz, we let ind,a be the index of 
a relatively to g; thus gindga =a[n] for any a in Zz. 
The next sections use, for enumerations, the number of solutions to the equation 
xk = y[n] 
in the unknown x ; for our purposes, the right member y is equal to 1 or - 1, but it is no 
harder to solve the general congruence: 
Lemmal. Letn =pyl l l l p:r be an odd int&!ger, y relatively prime to n and k a positive 
integer; the congruence x k = - y[n] has a solution if and only if (k, 4(pyi)) divides 
ind,, (y ) for all 1 s i s r ; if it has a solution, then there are exactly 
,yolutions modulo n. 
Proof. Taking mod&s, the congruence xk = y[n] is equivalent o xk = y[pyi], for 
any prime divisor pi. Using indexes, the last congruence becomes k in&(x) = 
;nd, (y )[b( pyi)], which has a solution if and only if di = (k, 4 (pi”‘)) divides ind,, (y ). 
For a given solution x0 we rewrite the congruence: 
k(ind,(xxi’)) = 0[4(pyi)], and it comes 
4(P4’) indgi (xxi1 ) = ti - 
di 
whereOSt;<di; 
thus the congruence has either 0 or di solutions, and when grouping we complete the 
proof. 
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We must remark that the number of solutions; is independant on rhe value of Y. The 
relevant cases for us are 
y = 1: the congruence always has solutions. 
Y =-1: then ind y =&$(pp’) for any 1 s i s r; hence there are solutions provided 
that (k, 4(ppi)) 13 qi(pF), that is when vz(k) < vi for any 1 s i s r; this is eqL’valent o 
t)z(k) < P =infi (vz(pi - 1)). 
The next lemma is useful for connecting the dyadic valuations of n - 1 and (pi - “0. 
Lemma 2. Let n =py* l l l p? be an odd number, uo = vz(n - 1) and Y = 
inf~~i~F{v2(pi - 1)). We always have ~0 2 V, and equality holds if and on?y if the 
number of pri ,m,o factors pi of odd exponent such that vz(pi - 1) = V, is odd. .
Proof. Not distinguishing the prime factors of n, we write n = q1 l l l qs where the qls 
are prime and arranged in order of ascending valuation vi = vz(ql- 1); the first 
valuations are minimal, i.e. u1 = v for 1 s i G k, and the others verify vi > u, for 
k < i < s. Given n = nl<is, qi, we write 
n-l= n (qi-1+1)-l= 1 S,” 
ls_isq lsjsq 
where Sj is the jth symmetric function of the (qi - 1)‘s. NOW WE: can see that S1 
contribution to vz(n - 1) is preponderant; indeed, vz(Sj) 2 uj and for j > 1, we find 
that t)a(Sj) > v. On the other hand, 
un(Sl)=v2(k2’+ C (qi-1)) 
kciss 
and the second term Ck<j<S (qi - 1) having a valuation >v, it follows that v@~) 2 Y. 
We obtain as a first result that u s ~0 since ~0 3 inf{vz(Si)} a VZ(&) 2 V; the equality is 
only possible if v2(S1) = U, and therefore also if k is odd. This concludes the proof 
since k has the same parity as the number of prime factors stated above. 
3. Fermat’s little theorem and Miller-Rabin’s test 
Starting from Fermat’s theorem: 
Theorem 1 (Fermat). If n is a prime and a is relatively prime to n, then a”-’ = 1 [n]. 
This theorem does not characterize the prime numbers, and so it cannot be used as 
a reducibility test. SO let Kn be the set of solutions to n”-’ = l[n]; by Lemma 1 we 
have ]Kn I= nlsidyt -1, pi - 1) and since 4(n) =flls isrpyl-’ (pi- 1), we can see 
that K,, = ZE only if ni = 1 and (pi - I) 1 (n - 1) for any i, then h(n) 1 (n - 1). Such 
composite numbers atisfy Ft?rmat’s test; they are called Carmichael numbers [2].and 
we have proved the next result. 
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Theorem 2 (Carmichasl). Both propositions are equivalent: 
PIj) h(n)ln -1 
(<ii) a n4 = l[n] for any a relatively prime to n. L 
The least CarmichaGl number is 561= 3 x 11 x 17. It can be easily proved that 
CarmichaEl numbers have at least three prime factors, and ire square free; whether 
or not there are infinitely :,nany such numbers is an open question. 
Since Fermat’s theorem does not provide a characterization of primes, Miller [6] 
has proposed to use the following refinement, which will be proved later: 
Theorem 3 (Miller). Let n - 1 = 2yon’ with n odd, dk = (an’2k - 1, n) for k E N, and 
a m4 * li[n j 
TM&a) = *’ 
there exi’sts an in feger 0 s k c vo such that dk # 1 and 
dk # n. 
Then n is composite iff TMR(n, a) holds for some a with I s a c n. 
To convert this condition into an easily programmable and efficient algorithm, we 
give the equivalent formulatiox 
Theorem 4. Let n - 1 = 2von’ where It’ is odd ; the test 
an’* l[n] 
ThR (n, a) = and 
a nr2kf -1 [n] forany Osk<vo 
is equivalent to Miller-R&&% test. 
Proof. We consider the sequence (d k o kSvO when TM&j, a) is false; since an-’ s ) zSi 
l[n], we find that dk = n for k = vo. On the other hand dk = n is equivalent to 
a n’2k = l[pyi], for any 1 G i s r; since this last property stays true by squaring, it 
follows tha: dk = n implies dk+l = n. Thus the sequence (dk) is necessarily of the 
form: 
(1) &= rz foranyO<ksvoor 
(2) dk=lforO~k~k~anddk=nforko<k~vO. 
The first case is equivalent o a”‘= l[n]. In the second we note that xo = an’2ko E 
n]; indeed, since dh+l = n, we have xg = 1[ pyi] for 1 G i < r, but x0 -- 1 being prime 
to n, the only solution is x0 = -l[n]. It suffices to remarlcthat he sequence (d&~k~vo 
is completely defined by these conditions, in order to complete the proof. 
This test allows US to build Algorithm 1 which determines whether an odd integer tl 
is prixke or not. 
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Algorithm 1. Repeat m times the Steps (l), (2) and (3) unless It = 2~~~~~ + 1 is found 
to be composite. 
(1) Pick up a random qumber Q, with 1~ a < n. 
(2) Compute x = an’ mod n. If x = 1, then ret:? to Step (I), othen;vise go on. 
(3) Squaring from x compute the sequence a nrod n, where 0 6 JG c vo. If any 
element of this sequence quals -1, then go to Step (1) otherwise n is co~~~~ite. 
(4) The number n is declared prime with an error probability Q! r. 
The cost and the failure probability of this procedure VJiII be analysed, and we shall 
prove in detail: 
Theorem Se Algorithm 1 tests the PrimaliJY Of any odd r,lumber n in time 
O(m log n M(n)); the probability Of giving TV ComPoSh number for a prime one is 
a!: s l/4”. 
In the rest of this section, we prove Theorem: 5 (and thus Theorem 4 and 3 which 
have been shown equivalent), by computing the size of the set 
~~~(n)={l~a~n/an’~l[n]oran’~~k~-l[~]forsomeO~~~vo~~ 
When n is composite, we call liar an element of &R(O), 
Size of&&z): By Lemma 1, we know that there are &.,,(,f, pi _ 1) SolutioIls to 
the equation a”’ = l[n]. Expanding on the discussion Hrhcih follows this lemma,, we 
see that a n’2k --l[n]hasasolutioniff k<v,inwhichcaseithasn1~iG,(n~2k,pi_1) 
solutions. These sets of solutions being disjoint, and since (*‘2k, p. _ 1) = 2k(ll’, p; d, 1 
we obtain after summation: 
Proposition 1. The set L&n) of liars t0 Miller-Rabin9s test has size 
for n composite. 
The error probability of the test TLR is an = ILMR(n)l/(n _ l); it is useful tO 
rewrite Lyn as 
Error Probability ayn 1 AS an easy check, ze obtain ILMR(~)I = n _ 1 for n prime. For n 
composite, we distinguish t ree cases: n is a prime power, a Carmichael number or 
something else. 
Case 1: n = pa is a prime power. Then 
=2!dP’J 1 1 1 I 
an 
--------L-=-e 
n-1 2”-’ p”-‘+. . .+p+lsp+l’ 
and since p - B 3 it follows that an G a; equality an =$holdsiffn=9. 
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c’ase 2: n is a Carmichagl number; then tz has at least three different prime factors, 
and each factor pi satisfies ci = 1 and p:’ 1 n. Our formula yields 
and the expression between brackets is in a decreasing function with r and V; since 
r~3andY~l,onefindsthatcu,-4 e %j+~)/(n - 1) < i, The limit $ for a,, is approached 
by Carmichagl’s numbers with exactly three prime f’actors, all of them being ~3641; 
these num,bers verify cyn = i&(n)/(n - 1). Examples are: it = 8911, with cy,, = $, and 
n = 102465 1 with cy,, = 27/(5 x 23) = 0.2347%. 
Case 3: n has at least two prime factors but it is not a Carmichaei number. So there 
exists a factor pi such that pi - 1 does not divide n - 1; therefore vi > vo or n’ is not a 
multiple of pi. In the first case, we note that Z&&i - v) is al, and because r a 2, it 
follows that cy,, < 4. In the other case, since the odd number pi does not divide n’, this 
impiies that (n’, p#pj s 4 and so LYE < & Numbers having exactly two prime factors 
that verify pi 1 n’ are approaching the limit $; such numbers are on the form 
n = (2p + 1)(4p + X), where (2p + 1) and (4p + 1) are prime and p is odd. Examples 
are n = 15, n = 91; n = 703, n = 1891 and a larger one is n = 497503; if the+set is
infinite (open question), then cy, can be arbitrarily close to i; indeed when n = 
(2p + 1)(4p + 11)) one finds that 
an =$( l-kT). 
We have proved the following proposition: 
Proposition 2. The failure probability cy, of Miller-Rabin’s test is less than f for any 
composite n. 
One remarks that we cannot presently give an upper bound lower than $ since we 
do not know whether the set of numbers approaching this value is finite or not. 
We end the analysis of Algorithin 1 by computing its cost; one test require!; the 
computation of a (n -*)‘* mod n, whose cost is O(Zog n M(n)) [5] and we compute at 
most m such tests: the cost of whole Algorithm 1 is O(m Eog n M(n)). 
4. Euler’s criterion amd Sdovay-Strassen test 
This section starts with Euler’s criterion: 
core (Euler). Letn be an oddprime. Then any a prime ton satisfies (~)a(n-1)‘2 = 
lCnl* 
Solovay and Strassen [9] have shown a converse of this: 
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Theorem 7 (Solovay-Strassen). The number n is prime iff (3 a(n-1)‘2 = l[n] for all 
IGaCn. 
Solovay and Strassen prove that the relation T&z, a) = ($a’“-“‘* + ,[n j is a 
primality test in the sense defined in the introduction of this paper. They inizr 
Algorithm 2 which tests whether n is prime or not: 
Algorithm 2. Repeat m times the Steps (1) and (2), unless n 1s declared composite. 
(1) take a random number a from a uniform dis;ribution on 1s a < n. 
(2) If (~)a’n-1”2 F l[n] then pz is composite otherwise go back to (1). 
(3) n is prime with an error probability fir. 
Computing (8) is isomorphic to computing (a, n); this can be done [S] in O(log* n), 
and thus the cost of whole algorithm is of complexity O(log n M(n)). 
We analyse the error probability of this algorithm and prove: 
Theorem 8 (Solovay-Strassen). Let Tss(n, a) be the test (t)a(n-1)‘2 F l[n] definite for 
any odd n and any a E ZE. 
Then the set L,,(n) of a’iars associated with T,, has at most 
d(n) 
2 
elements. 
To prove this result, we introduce the following characters on Z!: and their kernels: 
E : n + a(r.-1)‘2 mod n, Dn=kerE={aEZ~;a(n-1)‘2~l[n]}, 
J : a + SE) 
V:a+E(a)xJ(a), L,,(n) = ker V” = (a E Zf; a’“-“‘*($ = l[n]}. 
The error probability of T, is Pn = ILS,(n)I/(n - l), so we have to compute the size of 
Un ). 
Size of L,,(n): We note IL,,(n)1 = SnlDnl* 
Lemma 1 gives IDn I = n lsisr (&z - l), pi - 1). Since J takes on Zz at most the 
values I and - 1, it follows that Sn e exact value of Sn will be discussed 
according to whether the characters E or V take the value -1 or not. 
Calling g a generator of Zz-, where p is any prime factor of n = pyl l . . pi;, w 
derive as consequences of Lemma 1 and 2: 
If E(a) = 1, then the index of a relative to g is 
p?p - 1) 
A =f($(n_l),p_l)’ wheretd 
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and if E(a)= - 1, then ind,a is 
P”-YP - 1) 
h =(2t+1)(n_l,p_l) with&Z; 
the last case occurs only if Y = ~0. 
Furthermore, g being generator is not a square in &,a, and so (j)= - 1; coming 
back to n we derive by multiplicative properties olf J 
J(a) = (_l)L,si<,(aiAi)_ 
Now let us distinguish the two cases: 
Case 1; Im E contains the value -1; then one knows that v = ~0. If E(a) = 1, then 
V*(Ai)3Vi+l_VO- p 1 and all indexes of a are even. 
‘Hence, J(a)= 1 and so V(a) = 1. On the contrary, if E(a)= - 1, we find that 
Vrt(Ai) = vi - v and Lemma 3 states that there is an even number of prime factors pi 
such as Ui is odd and vi = v; consequently Clsisr UiAi is even and J(a)= - 1. 
Again we obtain V(a) = 1. Thus -1 cannot belong both to Im E and Im V; we 
deduce from this S, = IIm E)/IIm VI = 2. 
C&e 2: -1 is not in Im E; V(a)= - 1 implies that E(a) = 1 and J(a)= - 1. 
On condition that there exists an odd (ajAj) and choosing for example tj = 1 and 
ti = 2 for i # j? we build up an integer a such as V(a)= - 1; since v < VO, index hi is 
odd when vi < vg, and it follows that: if vi c vg for some i with ai odd, then S, = a, else 
&=l. 
‘We sum up with: 
Propodtiom 3. me set of a ‘s which are liars to Solova y-Strassen ‘s test is of size 
IL&4 = & II &n - l), Pi - 11, 
1SiSr 
2, if v = VO, 
where S,, = i, if vi < vo foa some i with Qi add, 
1, otherwise. 
We can now prove the Theorem 8; let us consider 
Pk 
ILdn>I = s 2-o n W, pi) =-- 
rt - 1 n -al-l, lsisrb) pi 
where g = Cl,i,,max{O, vi - vo+ 1). 
The error probability Pn of Solovay-Strassen’s i Pn = &#(n)/(n - 1) C @k, thus 
we only need to bound pk. 
We distinguish two cases, according to whether v = v. or v < VO. 
v = vo. We know that Q, = 2. If n is a prime power, we find that &, < $; otherwise we 
divide the discr;;lssion asfollows. 
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- I = 2, and by Lemma 2, it follows that G 3 3, from which we have PE, s$. 
- P 2 3, and since u 3 r we find again that &, c $. 
u C ~0. Here 8, = 1 or 8, = $. If there exists some ai > 1, then n is not square free 
and we find & G l/pi G 4; else we have 8, = 3 because every ai is odd and because 
there exists vi < vO; this yields & =z 5. 
The numbers achieving the bound & = ) verify 
p$z, uiCv0 and ai=l foranylsisr. 
They are a subset of Carmichael numbers, and examples are n = 1729’, n = 2465, 
n = 15841, n =41041, n =46657, n = 75361, n = 162401. 
Thus for any composite n, we have found that Pn < $, thus completing the proof of 
Theorem 8; (if n is prime, then &, = Pn = 1, and this also provides a proof of Euler’s 
criterion). 
As in the first section, we cannot improve on the $ bound for &, since we do not 
know whether or not there are infinitely many CarmichaEl numbers of the above 
type. 
To conclude this section, we can state: 
Algorithm 2 tests in time O(m log n M(n )) whether or not an odd integer n is prime, 
with a failure probability <l/2”‘. 
5. Comparison of the two tests 
It remains to be proved that Miller-Rabin’s test is always better than Solovay- 
Strassen’s. Both tests basically compute a +‘)‘* mod n, which gives an asymptotic 
cost O(log n M(n)), but Solo vay-Strassen’s requires to compute (3 in addition. 
Furthermore we prove inclusion between the tests, in that any liar to Miller- 
Rabin’s test is also a liar to Solovay-Strassen’s. 
Theorem 9. If an integer a does not verify Milk -Rabin ‘s test TMR(n, a) neither does it 
verify Solova y-Strassen ‘s. 
Proof. We use the notations of Section 4. An integer a which does not verify 
TMR(n, a) is in LMR(n); let us prove that it is also an element of L&z), by 
distinguishing three cases. 
Case 1: an’= l[n]. By squaring, we find that E(a) = 1; on the other hand hi = 
t&(pyi)/(n’,p:) is even because (n’,pi) is odd and 4(pqi) is even; it follows that 
J(a) = 1, from which one concludes that V(a) = 1, and so &E Ls,(n). 
Case 2: a(*-l)‘*= - l[n], so E(a)= - 1 and one knows (see Section 4) that neces- 
sarily J(a) = - 1; again we find that a E Lss(n). 
’ Knuth remarks that 1729 is the sma!lest Ramanujan umber, i.e. it has two representations a  a sum 
of cubes: 1729=103+93=123+13. 
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Case 3. an’2” = -l[n] for some k with OS k < u. The index Ai = 
4(pyi)/(n’2’+‘, pi - 1) is odd iff vi G k + 1, thus vi = v = k + 1; from this we deduce 
that v = k + 1 c vo, and by Lemma 1 it follows that Cl<isr (aihi) is even; finally we 
have J(a) = 1 and a E L,(n). 
We can refine this result by studying the ratio 
IL&)l an 
Bn = IL&n)1 =z’ 
From expressions of an and Pn we derive 
and we discuss the value of Pn according to v := vo or v < ~0. 
Case i?; v = vo. From the proof of Theorem 8, we are in the case 6, = 2 and 
’ u=r(z’- I), from which we find that 
This expression decreases with r and V, and its maximum Pn = 1 is reached if r = 1 or if 
Y = 1; for any other value of r and u we find that 
Case 2: Y < ~0. If r 7 1.. then n is a prime power and Sn = 1, from which we find that 
Pn = 1; otherwise we reirrite 
and the maximum pn = 1 is reached by the numbers n =py1pg2 with vi = u2 = 1 and 
both exponents odd; for any other number wie have Pn C 22-’ c 1. 
The ratio pn can take the value 1, in which case both tests are equivalent; it can also 
be arbitrarily small, for example if II verifies 1 < v < v. and r > 2 in which case 
Pn < 22-‘* In order to study the average value of Pn, we introduce 
.e 
Pn ,,,, where An = {m odd, m c n). 
We prove that bn has a limit $ as n goes ta infinity. This is achieved by decomposing 
An in four sets; we feel free to use standard results from $1 as we need them,. 
Set 1 is the set of prime numbers sn ; let us agree that Pn = 1, and we find that 
c Set 1 ,Pm =O(nflog n). 
Set 2 contains the composite numbers whiich verify Pm = 1; one can find 
- integers wi = 3[4], in number $2 + O(n/!og n), 
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- prime powers m =pa, in number O(n/log n), 
- integers m := pT1pz2 as above, of which th+_ ere are O((n Ilog n)/log IV); thus it 
follows that 
CP ,** = $2 -I- 0 
Set2 (” llogn’ log  1. 
Set 3: its elements verify v = vo > 1 and r > 2; we over-estimate it by counting the 
numbers m with v > 1. Let P&P) be the property 
p is prime, r=3[4] and psn. 
We find that the number of integers m with v > 1 is 
and. the product np,(,) (I - I/p) is computed in [4] and its value is O(n/dioc); it 
follows that 
c Pm =o(&)* 
Set3 
Set 4: all the others composite numbers m s n are in Set A. They verify v < vo alrd 
r 3 2; because P,, c 2”-’ it follows that 
and so 
c Pm =0(k)* 
Set4 
Summation yield5 
CP < m- c2 2-rdK c 
Set 4 Set 4 ral 
< 4Kn 6 M%3 n I/2 
log n “’ 
(Hog n)‘-’ 22_’ 
(r - I)! 
an +o(y$) m~A C C pm&+0 
n 
(-&=), 
and because 1A4nl =in, we find that bn = $+ O(l/Jlog n), thus: 
Proposi The average value of the ratio pn between error probabilities of the two 
primality tests’has limit 3 when n + 00. 
his finishes the analysis and the comparison of tests; we sum up in the conclusion. 
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6. Comhnsion 
Miller-Rabin’s test is used in an algorithm which determines whether an odd 
number is prime or not in time O(m log 82 M(n)); the probability that it erroneously 
calls ‘prime’ a composite number is less than 4? 
Solovay-Strassen’s is only a subtest of Ezhe first test; it is always more expansive and 
orn an average its failulce probability is twice that of Miller-Rabin’s, 
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